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General Facts 

- Born March 15th, 1873 in Montreal, Quebec 

- Grew up as a member of the Methodist church 

- Prior to service Canadian Expeditionary Force he was a Plasterer/Painter 

- Widowed, yet put single in many places 

- Joined/enlisted at 43 years old 



Medical Info and Analysis   
- Overall health was good and had no prior serious medical conditions

- Was 5’6 and 148 pounds (very average)

- Only served one year, enlisted Sept 16th, 1916 and was discharged October 17th, 1917

- Discharged under “disability” category as debility/debilitating (very weak) as being medically unfit 

- Some of the terminology used in the document for the soldier report where we gathered information 
was very outdated, and it’s important to be mindful of 



Findings 
-William’s discharge age is inconsistent with his 
enlistment age (he was 43 when he enlisted and 64 
when he was discharged) – he only served in the war 
for 1 year

-We found gaps in William’s relationship status. In 
some parts it said that he was single and in others it 
said he was a widower. 

-William was discharged in Halifax, N.S and he had 
plans to reside back in Quebec upon his return from 
war 



Limitations 
-William’s address that was listed in the document could not be found on a map

-We could not find William’s death date in any of the search databases 
(Circumstances of Death Registers and Canadian Virtual War Memorial)

-In the “Circumstances of Death Register” database, it said that all soldier’s last names 
starting from “Sip” to “Z” did not survive. This raised some questions around the accuracy 
of this information as it seems strange that the deaths were in alphabetical order 

-We had trouble reading some of the hand writing in the document leading to 
some gaps in the information that we were able to record

-The language used in the original document to describe the soldier’s race is 
outdated and very different than the language used today. 

-We could not find a photo of William



Thank You!! :) 


